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Smart Air-purifier

N

atéoSanté, a French company specializing in air quality
treatment has launched Eolis, the first intelligent air filtration
system especially conceived for the Indian market. Tailored for
professionals in home appliances, hospitality and heath/medical
sectors, it will incorporate a filter system composed of a medical
grade filter HEPA H13 or ULPA U15 and a high density active
carbon filter to treat an area of either 60 or 120 m².
The filtration system is equipped with efficient filters to ensure
99.9% purification and the units are silent, easy to use and energy
efficient. It includes a monitoring system with three user control
interface: touch screen panel and computer or smartphone. Each
product gets its own specific ID number for the company to keep a
check on its performance and when the filters need to be replaced.
It is the first intelligent air filtration system to be marked with CE
certifications.
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Designer Lights Collection

T

isva, designer home lighting from the house of Usha
International Ltd. has introduced its Spring collection
2016 inspired by the concept of Tvisha (light) and Tattva
(essence). It includes pendant range made from concrete,
designed for ultra-modern rugged interiors. These fixtures
come with aluminum reflector on the inside to ensure
high efficiency of light with minimal light loss. A few of
the chandeliers are complemented with matching wall
lights.
The range also introduces, mirror finished dome shape
copper pendant with a clean classic silhouette. Featuring
a centric-circled aluminum reflector and bulb cover on the
inside, it emits just the right amount of light for warm
ambience. Large size black & white metal pendants and
LED table lamps complete this collection. The LED table
lamps equipped with three-level touch dimming function,
flexible goose neck and glare free lighting are suitable for
work stations.
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